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INTRODUCTION
The first ever Defi protocol cryptocurrency backed by Gold.
Pure Gold Defi is releasing only 1 million PGD tokens to public.
These 1 million PGD Tokens will represent the public float (freely
Trade able tokens) and once these 1 million PGD tokens are
purchased, no other tokens will be released by company in any
type of ICO.
Pure Gold Defi protocol TRC20 Token built on the tron
blockchain,and is positioned to become the first cryptocurrency to
be successfully used as a monetary instrument for individuals to
transfer money worldwide.
Not only will Pure Gold Defi change the way people transfer
money worldwide but it will also become the first crypto currency
to be accepted by many leading retail stores.
Pure Gold Defi is a Future Gold. Save Your Gold In PGD and use
For Business Transactions.
Pure Gold Defi is a currency that was built to be fast, secure,
stable and anonymous with its low transaction fee.
It is an high speed distributed network based on tron blockchain.
Pure Gold Defi is a digital asset, PGD in abbreviation, based on
TRC20, the technical standard used for tokens with in smart
contract on the tron blockchain.

WHY TRON?
TRON is an ambitious project dedicated to the establishment of a
truly decentralized Internet and its infrastructure.
The TRON Protocol, one of the largest blockchain-based
operating systems in the world, offers base public blockchain
support of high throughput, high scalability, and high availability
for all decentralized applications in the TRON ecosystem.

TRC-10 Vs TRC-20
TRC-20
This token is used in smart contracts and contina more
functionality than the TRC-10.
The tokens are fully compatible with the ETH ERC-20. So for the
developer who wishes to use the multiple tokens for their dapps
can benefit from this as well TRON (TRX) has a lot of potential on
both crypto blockchain as well as in context of the smart
contracts. Though the type of dapps that use it will decide it's
future.

TRC-10
In past, TRC-10 tokens were on the ETH blockchain but later
moved to TRX own blockchain.
It is very easy to create and almost every popular desktop wallet
these days has support for TRC-10 out of the box. It is also used
in the popular Bittorrent protocol.

OUR AIM
Our team is up to build a secure, useful, & easy to - use product
based on private blockchain.
It will include easy cryptocurrency payments integration, and even
a digital arbitration system.
At the end, our aims to integrate all companies, employees, and
business assets into a unified blockchain ecosystem, which will
make business truly efficient, transparent, and reliable.
Each blockchain platform has its own native token. Such tokens
serve as units of payment for the transaction fee incurred on the
respective blockchain.
Besides, they may also be designated as rewards for network
participants who contribute to upholding the integrity, security and
availability of the blockchains.

ABOUT PURE GOLD DEFI TOKEN
 Token Name: PURE GOLD DEFI
 Token Ticker: PGD
 Token Plateform: TRON BLOCKCHAIN
 Token Standard: TRC20
 Max. Supply (Hard Cap): 1000000
 Website: www. puregolddefi.com
 Contract: TLbQYFfx5mJnU74WGpkYbUGbubHMYKC3jm

ROAD MAP
January 2021

:

Project Start
Airdrop Start

February 2021

:

Exchange Listing + IEO

March 2021

:

Next Listing

2021 Circulation

:

50,000 PGD

Year 2022

:

List on few more Exchanges

2022 Circulation

:

500,000 PGD

